Capturing value, keeping value
Non-U.S. investors use U.S. Inbound International Tax and Transfer Pricing Services for U.S. tax planning
Thinking is one thing no one has ever been able to tax.

— Charles Kettering
Planning to win starts with planning to preserve

More foreign direct investment flows into the United States than into any other country. There is more than $2 trillion in capital in the U.S. that originated somewhere else — equal to about 16 percent of U.S. gross domestic product.\(^1\) About 4.6 percent of privately employed people in the U.S. work for American affiliates of overseas companies.\(^2\)

Having invested so much, non-U.S. companies clearly intend to prosper and profit in the American marketplace. No organization plans to pay higher taxes. But surprisingly, few organizations plan as well as they could to address that expense.

Planning for multinational enterprises is subject to many external inputs — changing tax laws, treaty provisions, currency fluctuation, to name a few. These external influencers, along with ever-changing business performance, may limit predictability. It becomes harder to confirm that a multinational’s worldwide corporate tax burden and related cash flow challenges are being maintained at an acceptable level while helping to manage tax risks.

That’s why an organization’s tax planning should consider current and future investments in the U.S.

\(^1\) http://www.investamerica.gov/home/iia_main_001155.asp, accessed Feb 4, 2011
Decisions that a company makes when first investing in the U.S. are very important. Once made, they are difficult to change. This means that it is important to define and create an opportune way to structure a group’s initial U.S. investment. Such initial tax planning should be as flexible as possible.

For example, what form should the investment take? Many foreign investors set up a U.S. corporation without giving close examination to the alternatives. In some cases, setting up a U.S. branch of a non-U.S. company may offer more advantages. A branch and a main office may be able to transfer intellectual property back and forth without creating the taxable events that arise when the intellectual property (IP) changes hands between legally distinct entities.

Similar considerations apply to the placement of IP, the location of debt, and the location and utilization of assets. Instead of creating a U.S. corporation to build a plant, for example, a parent company may realize a lower tax burden by building the plant itself (or in a special purpose entity) and leasing the plant to a U.S. subsidiary.

These considerations encompass the discipline of investing in the U.S. the way an entity’s basic structure influences its financial performance. There are as many right answers as there are companies who seek them.
Navigating through the complexity of investing in the United States: A plan for every stage

Sometimes a foreign parent needs a path out of the U.S. – either for part of its business or for the entire operation. That’s when it pays to have thought in terms of cycles: from profit to loss and back again, through upturns and downturns, and through the life stages of an enterprise:

- Initial investment
- Expansion
- Continued profitability
- Repatriation of capital
- Disposition

At every stage an organization needs a plan for those that will follow, and the flexibility to take on changing conditions. Those conditions can arise outside your company – or in your own boardroom. What will be important to you tomorrow that hasn’t already occurred?
Planning from the start: Changes in U.S. tax law

A variety of attitudes influence American tax policy: the desire to influence trade, the hope to promote growth and jobs, the need to collect revenue. Policies designed to encourage foreign investment and policies designed to “protect” the domestic economy seem to trade places with regularity.

Keeping up with U.S. tax law, from base compliance to master planning, is up to you. When a foreign company invests in a U.S. enterprise, it plays on a field where it doesn’t reside – but it does have an interest. Protecting that interest is a matter of awareness and planning.

Treaties between the U.S. and a parent company’s country of origin can also change the tax equation, and the nature of those treaties is also subject to pressure both in Washington and abroad.

In its advisory to Americans planning to travel abroad, the U.S. Department of State advises, “If the drivers in the country you are visiting drive on the left side of the road, it may be prudent to practice driving in a less populated area before attempting to drive in heavy traffic.”³ When you make a significant business investment in the U.S., there is no low-risk practice area. You’re in the fast lane from Day One.

Knowing the leading way to plan, structure, and operate an inbound U.S. investment is too complex to determine in the heat of a pending transaction. Decisions that seem secondary today may introduce costly constraints in the future. When a company’s global business strategy takes it into the U.S., its tax planning approach should already be in place.

At Deloitte, we recognize that addressing foreign investment is a specialized area of tax. To focus on this important area we have created our U.S. Inbound International Tax and Transfer Pricing Services group which practices within our worldwide tax practice network. It specifically addresses the issues that non-U.S. investors’ face when they do business here, and includes more than 100 tax specialists around the world who focus on inbound tax planning. U.S. Inbound International Tax and Transfer Pricing specialists can help you explore potentially tax-efficient structures for acquisition, financing, repatriation, and disposition. We can also help you understand current and planned changes to U.S. tax laws and offer tax guidance during your investment life cycle. Furthermore, the group draws upon the knowledge of colleagues who are specialists in the various tax rules within their geographic locations. The result is that we offer our clients “home country” knowledge, “target country” knowledge, and industry experience through a single engagement.

Our teams ask tough questions, develop an understanding of each client’s goals and strategies, and provide advice and assistance based on a deep knowledge of federal, state, and local tax codes. From that basis, we work together to overcome barriers and explore opportunities.
Financing the U.S. investment choice: Prior to initial investment, structuring an acquisition or expansion

Companies that plan a U.S. investment will doubtless consider multiple ways to fund their U.S. operations. Lending money from the home country parent to a wholly owned U.S. subsidiary may be the straightforward answer.

If the organization structures the transfer as a loan, the subsidiary will owe interest to the parent company. Paying interest creates deductions that may reduce the company’s U.S. tax liability. This may create a net benefit for the organization as a whole, especially if the home country tax rate on the incoming interest payments is lower than the U.S. rate on the same amounts.

While the principle is simple, executing this maneuver takes specialized experience with technical compliance. Debt equity provisions in the U.S. address whether these transactions are permissible, and in what amounts. The relevant laws can change in the U.S. and other countries.

Often, a deep understanding of tax rules in the parent company can lower the tax rate on the interest payments coming back from the U.S. entity, which in turn can increase the net savings to the entire organization.

While it’s important not to overreach with planning, it’s also possible to be overcautious. Some organizations don’t use enough reciprocal leverage to realize potential benefits. A close look – and the willingness to make frequent adjustments – may result in a debt equity structure that provides tax relief.
Owing knowledge: Intellectual property

Intellectual property (IP) generates value. It is value. You can never hold it in your hand, but it can be a major component of the tax planning that goes into a U.S. investment.

Some generalizations apply: The U.S. currently has high corporate tax rates that may make it favorable to locate IP outside its borders. For the same reason, many organizations place their IP in Ireland. But generalizations spawn exceptions. And even if “not here” is the answer, the question remains: where?

Circumstances may define your range of options. For example, if you acquire a company in one place, you acquire its IP – in that tax jurisdiction. Moving it out may involve a phased migration or a shift in R&D operations. Inbound investors may find they have tax advantaged IP transfer opportunities.

Remember than when you relocate the profits generated through the application of IP, you’re implicitly moving the IP itself.
Supply chain transformation and realignment is justly regarded as a science of its own, and many companies use it as a way to speed processes, reduce inventory commitments, improve productivity, and boost customer service. But it’s common for companies to overlook the tax implications of supply chain structure.

The supply chain can influence both pre-tax gains and after-tax returns. As profits rise, a plan that’s attuned to the current reality may allow too much tax exposure as the company grows. When applying these concerns to foreign investment in the U.S., organizations should include customs compliance, warehousing locations, and transfer pricing in their supply chain calculus.

Similarly, transfer pricing is now a legal issue in dozens of nations that was addressed little, if at all, 15 years ago. International Financial Reporting Standards include significant transfer pricing requirements and corporate accounting officers can be held personally liable for inaccuracies and shortfalls.

When capital is flowing across borders, changes in one jurisdiction ripple into others, and a country-by-country analysis may not produce the best result. A global issue calls for a global plan.
Like any merger or acquisition, a cross-border transaction rises or falls on the basis of total value. Value influences the price. Considering how taxes will affect the long-term value of the transaction is important to knowing a fair price.

It’s not an area in which surprises are welcome. It’s not something you can shrug off and save for later. As with other planning considerations, the likely outcome improves when tax is part of the early-stage discussion. Target screening is a good time to start talking about it. The due diligence phase may even be too late.

Once tax obligations are built into a deal, it’s critical to execute as planned. M&A tax planning can include steps such as using foreign tax credits to offset tax on offshore earnings or realigning legal entities to consolidate filings. It’s not unheard of for the corporate tax burden to spike if focus shifts after a deal and those plans aren’t carried out.
The sandwich

Lines of ownership that cross and re-cross tax jurisdiction borders can introduce inefficiency, administrative burdens – and multiple tax liabilities.
Form and function: Post-acquisition restructuring

In simple cases, the foreign parent that takes over an entity in the U.S. may inherit a target entity’s existing structure and the tax obligations that go along with it.

The way a foreign company structures its relationship with the U.S. entities it owns may have a large impact on the efficiency of its tax burden and on the way it does business.

One phenomenon that adds complexity is the “sandwich.” For example, a non-U.S.-based multinational might purchase a U.S. multinational that in turn owns operating companies outside the U.S. In this case, assets of the U.S.-based component can get taxed both on the way in and on the way out. What if the foreign parent owns one operating subsidiary in the United Kingdom and another U.S. unit that also owns a U.K. subsidiary – and wishes to combine them? Even if the companies are operating with a common purpose on the surface, they may involve multiple jurisdictions and costly layers of extra taxation.

What are the remedies? The foreign parent may buy components out from under the U.S. group. It may try to limit the future appreciation of assets subject to U.S. tax in order to contain at least one element of the tax cost. It may benefit from a participation exemption from one or more governments to avoid double taxation.

But the better remedy is to see situations anticipate these – and to structure a multi company ownership appropriately.
Borders within borders: Operating in multiple states

Most foreign companies that operate in the U.S. focus their tax planning on the federal government – yet it’s not uncommon for them to pay more state tax than federal tax.

“Incorporate in Delaware” may be popular shorthand, but it’s hardly a complete approach. Imagine a European tax advisor telling an American millionaire simply to “bank in Zurich!” State-imposed corporate taxes are based on where a company operates and not necessarily where it creates its profit or where it files its paperwork. A company might operate a plant in one state and see sales activity in several others, only to find it has a significant tax bill in each.

The burden of state tax can shift over time. It’s common for a new U.S. investment to pay more state tax early in its lifespan, when it isn’t generating large profits, and then to incur a greater percentage of federal tax obligations when the company is more profitable.

The fragmented nature of American taxing authorities, from the federal level all the way down to state, county, and municipal governments, may be unfamiliar to business leaders based in countries that operate more centrally. To address this exposure within the scope of your planning, it’s important to understand the requirements of every jurisdiction where you’ll do business – or to get help from people who do.
Working effectively with state and local taxing authorities is about more than just writing checks. There are strategies – some negotiated, some not – that can yield credits and incentives that add value to your investment and may reduce cost.

These can include quicker and fuller tax refunds, reductions in locally originating operating costs (think utilities), and even a potential reduction in the overall tax bill.

Many states offer tax credits or grants to companies that bring business and employment to their borders. Training programs, site improvements, and even free land have all been part of past deals.

The necessary skill is realizing where to look for these opportunities, whom to ask, and how to keep track of it all – because the complexity of credits and incentives multiplies as you operate in more and more locations within the U.S.
The fine print:
Compliance as a discipline

Given the frequent changes in U.S. tax law – and the way taxing authority is distributed across multiple levels of government – the act of complying is a significant job in itself which results in significant costs and risks, and a foreign investor should obtain the requisite information.

Based upon sales and other activities, a company may be required to file dozens of tax returns even if it operates in only one or two discrete locations. The cost of paperwork alone may be a shock, even to officers of sophisticated corporations.

Creating a compliance strategy requires a broad view backed up by fast, scrutinized, accurate reporting. In addition to rapid changes in U.S. tax laws across multiple jurisdictions, it’s important to consider factors specific to overseas investors, such as:

- U.S. earning stripping limitation rules, for example, Internal Revenue Code Section 163(j)
- Approaches to address, and perhaps transfer, IP at periods of low valuation and/or when tax changes are approaching
- Legislative changes that affect the applicability of U.S. income tax treaties

Compliance is not merely a check box. It’s a discipline and a process that has significant bottom-line effects. In other words, it matters not only that you do it, but also how well you comply.
When you do business around the world, it isn’t hard to step back one day and find that your “company” – singular – is actually made up of hundreds if not thousands of distinct legal entities. Some may correspond to specific operational or jurisdictional mandates. Some may collect dust long after their usefulness has ended. No matter where they come from, it’s the rare company that has built them all into a single, coherent plan.

Every legal entity carries cost, risk, and tax exposure. What drives a company to clean house and simplify its legal structure? Typically, one of four pressure points:

- Strategic realignment
- Acquisition or divestiture
- Pressure from the board
- Tax and treasury review

When a company’s entity simplification eliminates redundant cross-border transfers or eliminates a sandwich structure, it has the potential to reap savings. At least one company actually motivated its leaders to pursue simplification by paying a bonus for every entity eliminated, and pared hundreds as a result.

However, it also takes thought and planning to avoid triggering a new taxation. The leading approach is to invest in the analysis it takes to find potential opportunities and avoid pitfalls.
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